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Notebook software included. See the SMART Notebook . 1 and 1SMART . 1 Notebook product pages for more information.
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cite/cite command I have a problem with the apacitebib.bst. Using the cite/cite command inside of the
\begin{thebibliography}[...]\end{thebibliography} does not work, the bibinfo in the bibliography does not get printed at all. I

suppose this is because of an \cite that does not work. As I am not familiar with apacite, I tried to add a \cite command inside of
the \begin{thebibliography}[...]\end{thebibliography} but the \cite was not even compiled, that is only a warning. Does

someone have a clue for me, what I did wrong here? Here's a example of what I did \documentclass{scrbook}
\usepackage[citestyle=authoryear, backend=biber]{biblatex} \bibliography{sample} \usepackage{filecontents}

\begin{filecontents}{sample.bib} @misc{A01, author = {Author, A.}, year = {2001}, title = {Alpha} } \end{filecontents}
\begin{document} 82157476af
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